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Your kit includes:

Two on-the-go cases with tools for sending and
revealing secret messages. Tuck your case into your
backpack or stash it in your desk or locker.
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To open yourin
case, press s
on both sidelid.
and lift the

One for you!
Give one to your
best friend!

used
Household ingredients
s:
in some of the activitie

Inkwell
Something missing or broken?
Call SmartLab Customer Service at 1-866-319-5900.
We will happily resolve your concerns.

Cipher
wheel

Baking soda
Banana
Dish soap
Food coloringor vinegar
Lemon juice juice
Purple graped cabbage
Purple or re
Water

alphabet
Fun-etic rd
ca

Red marker

k

Message mas

For you
r not
4” x 4”
(10 cm x es, cut
10
of pape
r—plain cm) pieces
o
and sto
re some r pretty—
in each
case!

Spray bottle

Look for these symbols throughout th

e book:

Send It!

These steps tell you how to write and send
messages
using the tools and techniques for each sect
ion.

Code Clues

These callouts suggest phrases to say whe
n passing
a note. The phrases contain clues for how
to read the
hidden or coded message.

Reveal It!

These sections tell the receiver how to reve
al,
decipher, or decode the message.
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It’s Ultra, Violet

How does your UV pen work?

A blank piece of paper is a blank piece of paper,
except when it isn’t. Words written in ultraviolet (UV)
ink can only be seen under a UV light, sometimes
called a black light. Use your UV pen and light
combo for these glow-in-the-UV surprises.

Black- Light

Sender m
u

Special

st-have
Regular p
en or pen s:
cil
UV pen a
nd light
Paper
Receiver
m

UV light

Send it!

ust-haves
:

Write your message in UV ink. Use a pen or pencil
to draw a cool doodle or picture on top of the
words. Use your UV light to see if your invisible
message is readable. Pass the paper to your friend.

The ink in your UV pen contains a material that glows, or
fluoresces, under ultraviolet light. The ink absorbs energy
from the UV light waves, then emits it as a glow you can see.
Fluorescent materials need a source of energy, so no one can
see your message unless they have a UV light to excite the
electrons in the ink and make them glow.

What’s Going On: Invisible Light
VISIBLE
LIGHT

Ultraviolet light waves fall just
outside the range of visible light—
their wavelengths are too short to
be visible to our eyes.

UV

MICROWAVE

If reading your message requires the UV light,
use the code word ultra when you pass the note.
For example, “That test was ultra hard!” “You’re my
ultra-special valentine!” “Ultra-secret news flash!”

X-RAY

RADIO

Reveal it!

Shining UV light on the ink reveals
the glowing message!

Wavelength

GAMMA

5,000,000,000

10,000

500

250

0.5

0.0005

A wave’s energy depends on its wavelength—the distance between the
peaks of the waves. The shorter the wavelength, the higher the energy.
Energy

Magic Message

s!
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Visible light (the light waves
our eyes can see) make up a
very small part of the energy
spectrum.

Light energy travels in waves. Energy waves can
be compared on an electromagnetic spectrum
chart like this.

INFRARED

Code Clues:

A yellow highlighter pen
also glows under UV light. Mix
yellow highlighter with the UV
pen to make partially visible
yellow messages on white paper.

Arrange pieces of
Scotch® Magic™
tape to draw arro
ws or write symbo
l
codes. In the dark
, the UV light will
make the invisibl
e tape visible!

ntine normal
le
a
V
t
e
r
c
e
back of a
My S
UV ink on the
Day, write in
spect that it’s
On Valentine’s t template. No one will su
ar
valentine or he ular valentine!
g
re
a
an
th
re
mo

0.000000248

1 cm = 10,000,000 nanometers

0.124

2.48

4.96

2480

2,480,000

nanometers

electron volts

If UV light is invisible, why is purple-ish light shining
from your pen? Some of the wavelengths in your pen
overlap the spectrum of visible violet light.
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Seeing Red

What’s Going On:
The Rainbow Connection

Our eyes can’t always see things that
are right in front of us.You’ll be amazed
at what the red reveals!

is made up of many
The white light you see all around you
n wavelength.
different colors. Each color has its ow
ects absorb different
You see different colors because obj
r red marker
wavelengths of light. For example, you
red light waves
absorbs all the colors except red. The
the color red.
bounce back to your eyes and you see

s
l
a
e
v
e
R
d
e
R
e
h
t
t
a
Wh
ves:

a
Sender must-h

When sunlight hits
at a certain angle, raindrops
like a tiny prism an each droplet acts
d you see a rainbow
!

Pencil
Paper
Red marker

aves:

h
Receiver mustRed filter

Send it!

The code to my locker is:

Write your note in pencil. Using the red marker,
make dots and squiggles around the words until
the message is no longer readable to the naked
eye. Fold up the note and give it to your friend.

When white light
hits a prism, it's
split into rays of
different colors.

When white light
passes through a red
filter, only the red
light waves come out
the other side.

Code Clues:

Say “Code red!” when you pass the note.

Prism

Reveal it!

Look through the red filter to see the
hidden message.
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Use your reddenfiltmerestosage.
reveal this hid

Colored filters absorb some light waves
others pass through. When you look at and let
message through the red filter, the redyour
disappear because the red light waves marks
are
passing through.

Red Filter

The absorbed colors look black or gray
the filter, so the message, once hidde through
n by the
red, pops out.
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Ink-Sync

P urp l e Pro s e

Invisible ink is a girl’s best friend and can be made from
common household ingredients. Hit the grocery or
pantry for these invisible ink combinations.

Send it!

Use the inkwell inside your case to mix together
½ teaspoon each of baking soda and water. Dip the
paintbrush into the solution and write a message
on the paper. Let the “ink” dry completely before
passing the note to your best friend.

Code Clues:

Say “Sometimes I just feel invisible!” when you
pass the note.

Sender must-h
a

ves:

Inkwell inside yo
ur case
Baking soda
Water
Thin-tipped “de
ta
or a cotton swab il” paintbrush
Paper

Receiver musth

av

es:
Purple grape ju
ice in spray bo
ttle

Send it!

Purple Paper
Sender must-haves:

Adult helper
Purple cabbage
Bowl
Water
Strainer
med pan
Plastic tub or flat-botto
the tub or pan)
Paper (cut to fit inside
Paper towels
Wax crayon

:
Receiver must-haves

Spray bottle
vinegar
Acid: Lemon juice or
mixed with
Base: Liquid dish soap
water

Reveal it!

Pull the pump
straight out of the
bottle from the
collar. You may
have to rock or
twist it.
After filling, press
the pump firmly
back into place.
You should hear
a “snap.”
Replace the lid.
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ng On?
What’sliqGuidois are

Almost all
classified as either acids
d
or bases. When acids an
a
bases meet, they cause
g
kin
Ba
.
chemical reaction
ce
jui
soda is a base. Grape
is an acid. When you spray
king
the grape juice on the ba
ical
em
ch
soda message, the
g
reaction causes the bakin
—
soda—and your message
to change color!

Code Clues:

Whisper “Purple paper” when you pass the note.

Reveal it!

Spray the paper with an acid (lemon juice or vinegar)
or a base (soapy water) to reveal the words.

Spray the paper with the grape juice.

Remove the lid.

First, make the purple cabbage paper:
1. Have an adult boil some purple cabbage
leaves in water (using microwave oven or
stove-top burner), then let the liquid cool.
2. Strain the dark purple water into the tub.
3. Soak a piece of paper in the purple water
for about 10 minutes.
4. Remove the paper and lay it on top of a
paper towel to dry.
5. Repeat steps 3 & 4 for the remaining pieces
of paper. Once the paper is dry, it’s ready!
6. Use your wax crayon to write a message
on the paper.

What’s Going On?

Purple cabbage juice
changes color
when it’s mixed with
an acid or a base.
An acid turns the cabb
age-soaked
paper pink. A base tu
rns the paper
green or blue. The w
ax crayon repels
the liquids, so the pape
r below the
message doesn’t chan
ge color.
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Girls Only!
Message Mask

Ma s q u e r a d e
Sender must-h
a

v

With a mask, your message is completely visible,
but it’s camouflaged from the reader—unless they
know the secret. The key is knowing where to
place the mask to reveal the hidden sentence.

Send it!

Set the mask on a piece of
paper. Color inside each of
the symbols: heart, circle, and
star. This is the key to placing
the mask. Holding the mask
in place over the symbols,
write your message inside the
square spaces. Lift the mask
and write nonsense words or
made-up sentences around
the message words. Pass the
note to your friend.

Reveal it!

Place the mask on the paper.
Match the heart, circle, and star
holes with the heart, circle, and
star marks on the page. Read
the message written inside the
square spaces.
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es:
Message mask
Paper
Pen, pencil, or
marker
Receiver musth

Message mask

aves:

You don’t have to write inside all the spaces. Just be
sure no other words show in the spaces you don’t use.
Place your mask over the text
to reveal the secret message.

SAND MEET DARE ME
STUDY. ELEPHANTS CANDY 6 AT
THE PUPPIES FOR THE SHOW.
LET'S YOU SECRET STUDY SATURDAY
EXAMPLES FRIDAY CUTE HIDE
OUT AT PINK FIVE TWO MESSAGE!
Your mask can be used in different ways—right side up,
upside down, sideways, or flipped over.

Ultra-Confusing Mask
:
Sender must-haves
Message mask
Paper
ker
Pen, pencil, or mar
UV pen and light

es:
Receiver must-hav
Message mask
UV pen and light

Send it!

Do you hug your best friend hello or goodbye?
Slip her a note when no one would suspect it.
Tuck it in a pocket or into her hand, mid-hug.

Set the mask on a piece of paper. Color inside each of
the symbols. Write a message in the square spaces,
but include words that will confuse the reader in some of
them. For example, if you want the note to say “Let’s make pizza
Friday night,” write “Let’s make pizza Thursday Friday tonight night
tomorrow” in the spaces. Use your UV pen to highlight the correct
words. Even if someone gets ahold of the message mask, they still
can’t decode the message.

Reveal it!

Place the mask on the paper. Line up the heart,
circle, and star symbols so they appear inside
their holes. Shine the UV light on the words in the
square spaces to see the message.

You can write confusing age
messages without the mess n to
mask. Just use your UV perds
highlight the important wo
in any note. Without the UVthe
light, no one else can read
hidden meaning.
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Hidden in Plain Sight
The best secrets are often hidden in plain sight.
Knowing some simple scientific principles can help
keep your secrets secret.

Send it!

Pressing hard with the wax crayon, write on the
paper. Make the note short, because you can’t see
what you’re writing.

Wax Poetic

Banana Telegrahmour

ut an
You’ll have abo
ou scratch
from the time y
before it
your message
its own!
reveals itself on

Sender must-h
a

ves:

White paper
White wax crayo

n

Receiver musth

a

ves:
Spray bottle fille
d with
colored water

ves:
Sender must-ha
Banana
Toothpick

aves:
Receiver must-h

Code Clues:

Code Clues:

When you hand off the banana, say “Bananagram!”

Reveal it!

The message will reveal itself on the peel. Your best
friend can toss the message and enjoy the banana.

What’s Going On:
A-peel-ing Science

Reveal it!

Cutting, bruising,
or damaging a b
anana
peel releases spec
ial enzymes. Whe
n
these enzymes re
act with the air, th
ey
produce a dark pi
gment called mel
anin.
That’s why your
banana turns bla
ck
where
you scratched (d
amaged) the skin
.

When your friend sprays the paper with the colored
water, the hidden message will appear.

What’s Going On: Oil and Water
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Use the point of a toothpick to lightly draw a picture or write
a message on a banana peel. Pass the banana to your best
friend soon after the message is inscribed—before lunch!

An appetite!

If your message requires colored water in the spray
bottle, say “Let us spray” when you pass the note to
your best friend.

This trick works because the wax crayon is
made from oil. When you spray the paper, it
absorbs the water and the color. But the colored
water rolls off the crayon marks, revealing the
white paper—and your message. Why? Water
molecules like each other and stick together.
Oil molecules are the same. But water and oil
molecules avoid one another. That’s why the
colored water runs right off the wax.

Send it!

Food coloring
can stain!
Don’t allow the
spray to hit
anything except
the paper.

, they produce
As banana cells break down
der UV light.
a chemical that fluorescesshun
ine your UV
Try this: In a dark room, el an
closely.
light on a ripe banana pe los ardouloondk som
e
You’ll see glowing blue ha
of the black dots.
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Code Wheels

If a message is written in real words, anyone
can read it. That’s why codes and ciphers
were invented. Spies call a plain, uncoded
message plaintext.

Dancing Man Cipher Wheel
A coded message is called ciphertext. Code
wheels make it easy to write—and read—
messages in code.

How to construct code wheels
Carefully punch out the code wheel pieces.
On each outer ring,
press gently on the
paper rivets from the
back, so they punch
out like this:

paper rivet

Use your fingers to crease each rivet
toward the middle on the fold lines.
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1. First, write your message in plaintext on a separate
piece of paper.
2. Next, choose a symbol from the outer ring to be your
KEY (where the dial needs to be set to encrypt and
decrypt the message).
3. Line up the KEY with the letter A on the inner ring.
4. At the top of your note, draw the KEY symbol. This tells
the receiver to line up that symbol above the letter A.
5. Keeping the KEY lined up to A, use the cipher wheel to
write out your message in Dancing Man figures.

Sender m

t ep s

Cipher w ust-haves:
he
Somethin el
g to writ
e with
Paper

Receive
r

Cipher w must-haves:
heel
The KEY
to
Somethin the code
g to writ
e with

Locate the KEY at the top of the note. Line up the KEY
symbol on the outer ring with the letter A on the inner
ring. Now, write down the letters that correspond to the
Dancing Man symbols in the note.

Flatten the rivet against the inner ring.
This holds the wheel together.

The science of codes is cryptography (crip-TAHgra-fee). Turning messages into code is called
encryption (en-CRIP-shun), and turning coded
messages back into plaintext is called decryption.

Send it!

T he F i r s t S

Reveal it!

Hold the sides of the rivet together and place
the hole of the inner ring over the rivet.

Cryptography

Your cipher wheel replaces letters of the alphabet with
symbols. The outside ring has symbols. The inner ring has
the alphabet.

Code or Cipher?
Technically, a code is based on complete words or
phrases. For example, in police radio code “10-4”
means “Message received.” To write or read a code, you
need a codebook. A cipher, on the other hand, jumbles
up or substitutes single letters (A = 1, B = 2). Most people
use the word code for both types of encryptions.

You don’t have to start with the letter A. You could line up
your KEY symbol to any other letter. Just be sure to give the
receiver the KEY symbol so she knows how to read the message.

The stick figure symbols are
taken from the Dancing Man
code from a famous Sherlock
Holmes story.
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Girls Only! Code Wheel

For Your eyes only

This wheel lets you send custom-coded messages.

The Color Ring

Sender must-h
a

Girls Only! Cod
e

The Symbol Ring

Receiver musth

ves:

The inner ring has eight colors. Each color has a phrase
written on it: I did • I didn’t • I can • I can’t • I want to •

I don’t want to • Let’s • Did you

The outer ring has eight symbols: Rainbow • Key •

Jewel • Daisy • Sunshine • Swirl • Star • Heart

Under each symbol is a space for you to write an
activity—for example, Have a sleepover • Watch a

movie • Write stories • Go shopping • Walk home •
Talk to him • Plan a party • Meet @ the park

Wheel

a

ite the
Make sure ittoieswron both
same activ o, try to write
wheels. Alshat work with
activities t s on the Color
the phrasexample, “I want
Ring. For e a sleepover.”
to”+ “Have

ves:
Girls Only! Cod
e Wheel
The color and sy
mbol of
the message

Caesar’s
Cipher
Caesar’s Cipher is a
simple substitution
cipher that uses the
alphabet, no symbols.
To use Caesar’s Cipher,
pick a number from 1
to 25. Then shift every
letter in your message
over by that number of
letters in the alphabet.
For instance, if you
picked 3, then the
code for CAT is FDW.

Send it!

Choose an activity you’ve written on the Symbol
Ring: Have a sleepover. Find the phrase on the Color
Ring that completes your message: I want to. Turn
the Color Ring until the phrase and activity make
the message you want to send: I want to have a
sleepover. Memorize or write down the symbol
above the activity and the color of the phrase. In this
example, red + rainbow. When the time is right, ask
your friend, “Did you hear about that red rainbow?”

Reveal it!

For the example above, rotate the Color Ring to line
up the red with the rainbow symbol.
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Make Your Own Encoder

To make a Caesar’s Cipher encoder, all you need is a piece of paper, scissors,
and something to write with.
1. Fold a piece
of paper in
half, like this.

2. Unfold the paper,
then fold the bottom
edge of the paper up
to the middle fold line
you made in step 1.

3. Unfold the paper
again. Now fold
the top edge of
the paper down
to the fold you
made in step 2.

4. Fold the bottom
edge back up,
on top of the
top edge.

5. Keeping the spacing even and
leaving a little space around
each letter, carefully write the
alphabet on the top part of the
paper, just above the edge of
the bottom part.
6. Now write the alphabet on the
bottom part, exactly under the
alphabet you wrote in step 5.
Write the alphabet one more time
on the bottom edge. Be sure to
keep the spacing even.

Code
Clues:

When you
pass your
note, say
“CC is 5
today.”

7. Use scissors to cut the top part
off, right at the fold.
8. To use your encoder, set the top part that you
cut off in the fold on the bottom part, like this:
Slide the top part back and forth to line up with
different letters on the bottom. The top letters
are for the plaintext of your message. The
bottom letters are the code. If the key is 5, you
would line up the A on top with the fifth letter
(E) on the bottom.
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Code Mode

Use
of theseosnime ple
alphabet codes
to get the
message out
F-A-S-T.

There are many ways to send
coded messages. Here’s a roundup
of some of our favorites.

Pigpen Code
Pigpen code is easy and looks cool. First, write
out the alphabet in two “pigpen” grids like this:

B looks like this:
W looks like this:
Z looks like this:

:
e
g
a
s
s
e
m
n
o
o
M
is
h
t
Decipher

dog,
Draw
e
y, your coy. Give th hing
fl
r
te
t
u
e
b
et
d
m
a
o
as
gs
—
in
s
d
u
n
”
ie
e
r
f
Moon
m
ode or
it a “fra
portra ke pigpen c d your best
li
n
graphic hen you ha n your
W
e
.
v
g
e
,
in
k
it
ret
wr
wor
t
r
a
e
the sec
h
t
e
z
d
li
n
a
e
frie
’t r
rs won
ere.
admire encoded th
e
g
a
mess

)
No Re Mi (no vowels

your
ls to shorthand
Delete all vowe
WT FR LNCHTM
message: CNNT

Even Bakreersaklosok to word length
Code bre
to
your message in
for clues. Break
tters:
groups of five le
T IME

CH

ICANN OTWAI TFORL UN
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Dr. William Mo
e
this code as an alternativ
to braille. In Moon type,
the letters have raised
angles and curves.

ketocmhething—a
S
y
h
c
t
e
Sk a picture of s or even your

Each letter is represented by the part of the pigpen
that surrounds it. If it’s the second letter in the
pigpen, add a dot to the middle. Here are examples:
A looks like this:

Moon Units
on created

Bad Brupeathkeswords of your

Or break
throw
wrong place to
message in the
ookers:
off any nosy onl
CHTI ME

IC AN NO TWA IT FORL

UN

Mirrore,ntroirermriesMsage backwards
Write the
will reveal it:
so only a mirror

S
e
e
y
o
u
t
o
n
i
g
h
!t

Truth Be Told

The way you hand the message to your
friend can be a message in itself: If you
hand it off with your right hand, she
should read the note as is. If you hand it
to her with your left hand, the meaning
of the note is opposite of the truth. Just
make sure your friend notices which
hand you’re using!
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Codes, Codes, Codes!
Send it!

Use two lines on a piece of lined paper to make this
cipher work. On the first line, write the first letter of
the message. Write the second letter diagonally
below it. Come back up for the third letter.
Continue in a zigzag line until you’ve written your
message (WE ARE GOING TO THE MALL) on two
lines like this:

W A E O N T TO
E R G I G

Fun-etics

or “B as in
eone say “C as in Charlie”
m
so
ard
he
er
ev
u
yo
de
ve
Ha
phonetic alphabet—a co
a
ing
us
s
wa
n
rso
pe
the
boy”? If so,
nding letters
sion between similar-sou
nfu
co
t
en
ev
pr
to
ed
lop
t
deve
io. Use a phonetic alphabe
rad
or
e
on
ph
the
er
ov
when spoken
ell out your news.
verbally or in a note to sp

Zigzag Scramble

o Ballet
ald
W
g
in
rr
Ea
o
ch
Na
g
in
rr
Ea
e
rs
Ho
o
Tang
ngo Earring
Ta
d
ite
Un
a
er
m
Ca
a
Sp
ca
In
my
m
Yu
al
Op
= The new boy is cute!

Sender must-h
a

ves:

Lined paper
Something to w

rite with

Receiver musth

Something to w

n-etics rd to create your own phonetics
Girls Only!FuFu
n-etic alphabet ca

aves:

rite with

d your
Use your blank
ean something to you an
m
t
tha
s
rd
wo
e
us
n
ca
u
system. Yo
n you think of ?
or all food. What else ca
als
im
an
all
e
us
or
,
nd
frie

E A L
H M L

t
Phonetic Alphabe
N: Nacho
A: Apple
O: Opal
B: Ballet
P: Polo
C: Camera
Q: Queen
D: Dance
R: Romeo
E: Earring
S: Spa
F: Fancy
T: Tango
G: Giggle
U: United
H: Horse
V: Valentine
I: Inca
W: Waldo
J: Juliet
X: X-Ray
K: King
Y: Yummy
L: Lemon
Z: Zebra
M: Marco

Code Clues:

Say “Zig down two” when you slip her the message.

Reveal it!

Follow the zigzags to write down the letters in
the correct order. Break the letters into words
that make sense.

Free Scramble

Write your code on three lines instead of two, or come up with different
grid patterns and different ways to encode and decode your message:
horizontally, vertically, spirally, counterclockwise. Be sure to include the
how-to-unscramble answer code. W
E
N
T
A
20

E R G I G O H M L
A
O
T
E
L

Girls Only! Signal Code

s

Devise signals base
d on colors or
gestures. For instan
ce, blue might mea
n
MEET ME NOW and
green might mean
LOOK TO YOUR RI
GHT. Then, even
if you are across th
e room, you can
make eye contact
with your friend an
d
point to something
blue. She’ll get the
message.

Gesture signals ca as ea
sy
as touching your rign htbe sh
ou
pulling on your earlobe, or lder,
rubbing your left eye.

Girls Only!
Code Words

Develop your own language!
Make up code names for the
boys you like, your teachers,
or plans you don’t want to
divulge around others.
For instance:
BLUE = Ben
SUGAR = Sara
SWAMP MONSTER = Sleepover
MAGIC = Movie
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Hearts & Flowers Notes
Now that you’ve written your note, it’s important to deliver
it in style. One way is to disguise it to look like something
else. These folds make you look crafty rather than
secretive. The truth is, you can be both!

The Story Unfolds
Sender must-h
a

v

es:
A square piece
of paper
Something to w
rite with
Receiver musth

a

I

my Best Friend

Start with a square piece of pretty paper. Write your message in
the center of the paper so it will be completely hidden.
1. With the message facing up,
fold the square diagonally into
a triangle. Open, then fold
again diagonally
across the other direction.
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4. Fold up the two sides
on the diagonal, so they
meet in the middle.

6. Fold back the
two points
on the top.

is
Throughouotwhers to send coded
have used flThe type and color of
messages. wer had a meaning.
each flo

Tulip Bloom

Start with a square piece

A heart
with a
secret!

3. Repeat with the left
corner, bringing it
up and to the left
of the center point.

Flower Code

Create a flow
er code that
only you and
friend can de
your best
cipher. Daisie
s could mea
feeling happ
n you are
y; carnations
, excited; ros
tulips, ready
e
s, pretty;
for lunch. No
need to find
flower. Just d
an actual
raw it!

of paper.

1. With the message facing
up,
fold the square diagonally
into
a triangle. The message is
now completely hidden.

2. Open, and fold the
top point down to
the middle crease.

3. Fold the bottom point
up to the edge of the
top fold.

5. Fold back the
two points on
the sides.

ves:
A pocket or Gir
ls Only! Secret
Message Lab ca
se to conceal
the note until th
e coast is clear
to
unfold and read
it.

tory
S
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l
l
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s
Flower
tory, people

2. Bring the bottom
right corner up and
to the right of the
center point.

4. Flip the paper over.
Fold the side and
bottom points in
to create a more
rounded tulip shape.

5. Flip over.
Tulip!

Code Word: More!

Think about the message technique you liked best, then push it to the limit. Did the UV light win your heart?
Create booklets with invisible messages on each page. Did secret codes speak to you? Devise an unbreakable
cipher system. Explore the next level of secret messaging with your best friend. Have fun!
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